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Once upon a time, two curious children, Leonor and Lourenço, who were descendants of a kingdom 

called Arendelle, lived in a very remote place in the mountains full of snow. Both shared the same 

curiosity. On the last few days, late in the afternoon, they always used to see colourful, mysterious, huge 

fire balls above the mountains, which called their attention.  

Leonor and Lourenço were cousins and they usually played together outside in the mountains and 

they had never seen such a thing. The first time they saw the fire balls, they were both astonished and 

frightened. They didn’t really know what to do. As every child does, they ran into the castle to hide 

themselves and to ask for help. Firstly, they asked Leonor’s parents about that mysterious flying object, 

but they didn’t get an answer Leonor’s parents thought they were imagining things as they used to do.  

However, they were very curious and they really wanted to find out what was going on. Suddenly, 

Lourenço had a great idea. They should visit the wizzard of the kingdom. He would certainly give them 

the answer. Thus, the next day they met the wizzard started to laugh and he said that it was 

unbelievable. Therefore, he told the children that evening they should go together to the top of a 

mountain so that he could also enjo the fire balls. And he laughed… 

And so they did. They went up the highest mountains and waited for long hours until the moment 

they started to see the big orange balls coming towards them. The wizzard was speechless and looked at 

them very attentively. 

The children wondered if the wizzard was going to solve this mystery. It was scary but at the same 

time the night was bright and beautiful and they even thought they were stars in the sky. 

As the fire balls were getting closer, the old man told them that they shoudn’t be scared because 

they were nothing but hot balloons. The two kids now wished they could fly in one of them one day. 
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